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So the old joke says, if you loan your brother-in-law $50 and he never talks to you again, was it worth the investment? The joke may be funny, but experiencing it in real life is anything but funny. Lending money to a friend or family person is a bad decision. Those who lend money to love have their heart — not their head — in the right
place. It's okay to give money, but lending money to someone you have a relationship with will lead to broken hearts and broken wallets. Check out statistics from a recent Money Etiquette Survey: 57% of people said they saw a friendship or relationship destroyed because one person didn't pay back the other. Nearly 50% borrowed $100
or more to help someone, but 55% don't get a refund. 71% also lend money to a close family, 57% to relatives and 54% to friends. One fact not cited in the survey is that Thanksgiving dinner tastes 100% better when people or relatives don't owe each other money! Eating with your master is different than eating with your family. Enough
with the money fights! Get on the same page with your money! Borrowing money makes relationships embarrassing. Parents who lend their newborn daughter and husband an advance for a home think they're helping the new family. Soon, however, they give the young couple reluctant looks when an upcoming holiday becomes more
important than repaying the loan. It only leads to anger and pain on both sides. Don't do this to people and relationships that mean something to you. If someone's in real need, it's great to help. If you are helping with money, make it a gift instead of a loan. By not having an overdose hanging over your head, you will keep your relationships
strong. Learn how to keep your relationships strong with one of Dave's recommended readings. A nutrition expert and registered dietitian answers questions about fasting and healthy weight loss. Q: Is fasting a few days a week dangerous? A: If you're planning on eating and drinking nothing, then, yes, it's dangerous. It can cause
dehydration and dangerously low blood sugar levels, which can cause you to faint. If you're otherwise healthy and still drink water, 100 percent fruit juice, and calorie-free drinks, you probably won't suffer health consequences if you only do it per day at a time (not twice a week). But get your doctor's approval first, and you'll know that most
of the weight dropped will be water and muscle, not fat. Our advice: Forget the high and make small changes you can live with for life. Q: I need to lose 13 kg. If I do I drop a bra size? A: Breast tissue is almost all fat, so it shrinks when you lose weight. But exercises that build the pectoral muscles can help keep the breasts looking full.
Every other day, do push-ups (2-3 sets of as much as you can). Then make chest presses (2-3 sets of 12-15 reps): On the back with a weight of 2.5-8 kg in each hand, open hands and bent elbows. Press weights towards the ceiling, then lower. Julie Upton, MS, RD, is a media resource for the American Diet Association. In our city, guns
never seemed like a problem until my daughter's fourth-grader was shot. Last year, when my daughter Nina was in third grade, she invited her friend Sophie* to play. It was Sophie's first visit to our house. Emma, Eliza*, stood in our foyer while we talked about pickup time. And then, when the impatient Nina started Sophie up the stairs,
Eliza asked me, do you keep guns in your house? I stared at her, I was surprised. My husband and we had no contact with guns of any kind; We don't know people who hunt or enjoy weapons. Most of our friends have little affection for the Second Amendment. So when Eliza asked me if we were keeping guns, it seemed ridiculous. We're
early to keep boa bolt! But I could tell she was serious, so I promised her that ours is a gun-free institution. When she got back in her car, I thought, I'm glad I'm not too protective. In the four years we've lived in Belmont, MA., guns have never seemed a problem. Our town is known for its excellent schools, a cozy little town with easy
access to Boston, and well-heeled residents, including our governor, Mitt Romney. Our officers spend most of their time giving speeding tickets and tracking down missing persons roaming the picturesque grounds of McLean Hospital, an expensive mental health facility. Every now and then we read about shootings at the Boston Globe,
but those incidents seem a long way off. As a result, I completely forgot about Eliza's startling question until a few months ago when I went to pick up Nina after school. She came running to me, her cheeks flushed. Mom, she gasped. I was expecting heartwarming news Did the class rabbit have babies? She took the role of Wendy in the
school production of Peter Pan? Henry's been shot! She blurted out. He's in the hospital, but he'll be fine. Henry was a new kid who just joined Nina's fourth grade. I didn't know anything about him, but the fact that she tarned the 9-year-old class was shot in Belmont was amazing news. That night, there happened to be a PTA meeting.
After routine matters such as the fourth grade graduation ceremony were discussed, the meeting was adjourned. But many parents, myself included, stuck around hoping to learn more about what happened to Henry. Some parents knew the families involved. So I heard this kid get shot, somebody said. What exactly happened? It turned
out that Henry was visiting his cousin, a sixth-grader in Belmont, when the older boy decided to show his young cousin the unauthorized gun his father kept in his closet, inside an unlocked suitcase. He didn't know. Loaded; The gun accidentally fired, ramming a bullet into Henry's arm in two places. One woman pointed out that Henry's
uncle used to have a restaurant. Perhaps, wondered aloud, he obtained the gun to protect himself from bandits. The other parents and I looked at each other, shaking their heads. Even if he had good reason to possess a firearm, which seemed dubious at best, the fact remained that keeping a loaded, unlocked gun in a house where his
children and friends might gain access to it was grossly careless and unforgivable. I turned to Eliza, who was standing nearby, and admitted that while I thought it was strange when she asked me the gun question, I now understood why she did it: our children could have been in this house. Eliza said that after growing up in Minnesota,
where hunting is popular and guns are commonplace, she knew several children who were killed or hurt in gun accidents. My father and brother are hunters, she said. But they always keep their guns unloaded and locked up, with the ammunition locked up elsewhere. Unfortunately, not everyone is so careful. She knows what she's talking
about. Last week in our city, gun violence erupted again, with far worse consequences. The father-of-three, aged 20, 18 and 13, was furious with his wife because she told him she wanted to divorce him and move to Florida with their young son. While the couple were arguing in their bedroom, the man locked their door and was removed
from his semi-automatic pistol. He shot and killed his wife before blowing himself up. Their two young children were then home; They broke down the bedroom door to reach their parents and found a bloody scene. Despite recent outbreaks of gun violence, Belmont is still considered a very safe town; The crimes taking place here are well
below the national average. Apparently, only when you - or your children - enter the homes you have to worry about: you never know who has a loaded gun. That's right, I learned, no matter where you live. * Most names have been changed to protect privacy. Mary Granfield is a writer who lives in Belmont, MA. She wrote for Self,
Woman's Day and People. Dangerous misconception the anxious parent (Pocket-Lint) - After making deluxe (=patches) the original instalment abandonware download, fans sent this game to the top of the charts on release. Now the second is here and Blind Faith is unfortunately only partially justified by the standard of the final product.
Unfortunately The Softworks Illusion and Take 2 have returned to test the patience of their fans with a level of reliability, as well as the entertainment return while being invested, in the classic sequel that took four years to arrive. The first was drama, addiction, excitement, frustration, stealth, squad-based combat, and hair-busting insects.
The sequel's no different, but it's... The level is still there which keeps you coming back for more and more, again and again. The first time it was played, it became a ten-hour stretch and it was just a single player. You'll be doing well on a mission, get something wrong and you can get mown down easily, and after swearing out loud...
You'll be back for more. yes, we're talking about levels of addiction to the championship manager. You return to control the SAS as they travel through their lush European and African regions covering twenty missions. There is a variety in play modes alongside the linear structure though. If you love the IGI project you can relive it in World
War II style by performing these difficult tasks entirely alone and not in the unit, if you think you will last long enough. In the same Wayne Mail and soldier of lucky fans can pinch him so that the squad has to eliminate every single soldier and not be selective. The last SIM-based link was Storm in the Conflict Desert 2, which was above
average in its method of control, pinched with the help of this fan base. Being the continuation of the pioneer, the menu command system for your H&amp;D2 squad (who you choose from 40 products plus kit, or leave to the computer) has different tactics in each layer for offensive and defensive moves, or overall stealth coordination
capability. This coordination is aided by the interchangeable perspectives between the first and third person and in tactical mode the action stops to allow you to mark all orders for each squad before you execute them all and see if it works. If not, back to the drawing board. Within missions you can save but you are stuck in one task until
you succeed. Like the syndicate, you'll be tempted to go back and try to succeed without Allied losses as you progress, to improve your chances in the future. Best PS5 Games 2020: Amazing PlayStation 5 titles pick up a verdict as a bonus on the original there is also a full-blown death battle, capture the flag and multiplayer goal modes
even if take 2 depends along its fans with the old maybe co-op maybe not a line, just to reveal that you will be able to play the nine mission package levels as a group but not the original game but perhaps. Maybe the mission package will work like they could be upset to test the game before it's released, but then again maybe not. So
after a four-year delay it's a shame to write the same kind of review we would write if this site existed for the original. Low stability means no reward. If you're a fan you've already bought it, and we wish you well with the repair cycle. It's too bad hidden and dangerous 2 is completely unstable with the amount of time spent on it (again).
You've pulled off with bugs and you, however, end up being rewarded with resentment with a big game. Writing by Kenneth Henry. Henry.
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